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I. Introduction

In addition to the obvious physiological and pathological implications,
blood clotting in higher animals is of interest because of the fact that the
sudden appearance of a three-dimensional network in a fluid system at
the moment of clotting may represent a pattern basic to the biogenesis
of a number of other protein fibers. The process of keratinization in the
epidermis (1), formation of the mitotic spindle (#), and cytoplasmic viscosity changes (3) may not be too distant relatives of the reactions underlying the clotting of blood, which—as will be seen—form an intriguing
chapter in the chemistry of proteins.
II. Interaction Between Fibrinogen and Thrombin

As far as the clotting reaction proper is concerned, it was long thought
that two proteins were involved. Thrombin, the enzyme, affects fibrinogen,
the substrate, in such a way that the latter undergoes a subsequent spontaneous aggregation leading to a fibrin clot. Fibrinogen (4-7) and thrombin (8) both can be prepared in forms which satisfy several criteria for
highly purified proteins. Thus, the interaction of the two m a y be conveniently studied. The enzymatic step can take place without aggregation
at somewhat acidic or alkaline pH, in the presence of high salt concentrations (9), or in solutions of special ions (10). It was shown that fibrin is
109
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not the only product in the clotting reaction, but that the enzymatic conversion of fibrinogen to fibrin is accompanied by the release of a small
amount of nitrogenous material which is soluble in trichloroacetic acid.
A peptide, called fibrinopeptide, was isolated from this material by Lorand
in 1951 (11). This substance is characterized (11-14) by the fact that it
carries the N-terminal residues lost from fibrinogen during its conversion
to fibrin (e.g. glutamic acid in the bovine species), and that it has a rather
unique composition consisting mostly of acidic and neutral amino acids.
Later, it appeared that perhaps two kinds of peptides (A, being identical
with Lorand's fibrinopeptide, and B) are produced in the reaction (15-17)
but it seemed doubtful that the peptide Β of Bettelheim and Bailey, and
Kominz and Laki really belonged to the specific phase of the fibrinogenthrombin interaction. Lorand presented evidence (18) which suggested
that peptide Β (which carries no N-terminal residues and, in contrast to
fibrinopeptide, yields tyrosine after acid hydrolysis) originates from a
secondary reaction. Bettelheim has since shown (19) that peptide Β is
liberated at a slower rate than the original fibrinopeptide. More recently,
Blomback and Vestermark (20) clearly demonstrated that peptide Β
starts accumulating at a high rate only after considerable amounts of
fibrin are present. The release of fibrinopeptide, however, parallels the
appearance of fibrin. Fibrin is thus just a transitory intermediate in the
continuous degradation process of fibrinogen by thrombin (18).
Since thrombin seems to be rather specific in catalyzing the hydrolysis
of esters and amides involving the a-carbonyl of arginine (21), and since
(in the bovine and human species) N-terminal residues of glycine become apparent on fibrin (18, 22), it was suggested (22) that thrombin
may release fibrinopeptide through scission of arginylglycine bonds. Some
recent results seem to support this contention. Synthetic arginylpeptides,
such as (iV-a-tosyl-L-arginyl) glycine and its methylester (23, 24), are
strong anticoagulants in the fibrinogen-thrombin reaction. Furthermore,
Gladner et al. showed (17) that fibrinopeptide possesses C-terminal residues of arginine. Their suggestion, however, that this C-terminal sequence
is arginylarginine is rather questionable at the moment. According to a
preliminary examination (25) by the Archibald procedure (26), fibrinopeptide appears to have a molecular weight of about 2400, and on the
basis of its amino acid analysis (14) this molecule would accommodate
only one arginine residue per mole. Figure 1 illustrates the suggested
limited proteolysis of fibrinogen by thrombin resulting in the formation
of the fibrin monomer and fibrinopeptide.
Because of its acidic composition (11, 12,14,18), at the pH of clotting
fibrinopeptide represents concentrations of negative charges on the fibrinogen molecule. These patches of negative net charge (about 3 per fibrino-
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FIG. 1. Limited proteolysis in fibrinogen-thrombin interaction (bovine). The first
discernible sign of attack by thrombin on fibrinogen is the release of fibrinopeptide
(11, 20). The remaining fibrin monomers can then aggregate into a clot, and may
also be secondarily attacked by thrombin as shown by the liberation of more peptide
material (18, 20). Fibrin is therefore an intermediate in the continuous degradation
of fibrinogen (18).

peptide units of 2400) may serve, by virtue of electrostatic repulsion, the
function of keeping the fibrinogen molecules themselves from aggregating
(18). The removal of the peptide probably reduces the repulsion between
the protein particles, and also causes certain side chains on the fibrin
monomers to become available for intermolecular Η-bonding. At any rate,
the resulting clot can be redispersed in 5 M urea (27, 28), indicating that
the particles are held together by secondary forces. The reaction is summarized as follows:
.

Enzymatic step:

thrombin

fibrinogen

> fibrin monomer +

fibrinopeptide

Aggregation step:
(aggregation reversed by 5 M urea)
III. Fibrin Stabilizing Factor (FSF) in Clotting

As demonstrated above, fibrinogen and thrombin are sufficient ingredients for a clotting mixture. However, the clot obtained from such an in
vitro reaction is different from the kind that is formed in plasma under
physiologic conditions. The enzymatic alteration of fibrinogen by thrombin is probably the same in both instances (i.e. the removal of fibrinopeptide), but other factors present in plasma seem to influence the polymerization process to a great extent. The clot obtained by mixing fibrinogen and thrombin is soluble in 5 M urea (27-30) or weak acids and alkalis
(31), but the clot formed in plasma is not, signifying that in the latter the
particles are bound by stronger cross-linkages. In agreement with this
idea, the plasma clot also proved to be mechanically stronger than the
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simple fibrin clot (32, 33). These differences can be attributed to the
presence of a thermolabile, nondialysable factor (or factors) in serum
which stabilizes fibrin against solvents such as urea. Calcium was also
found to be essential (and rather specific) for the effect. In spite of the
fact that the factor was discovered in serum, once a quantitative method
was developed for its estimation (34) the serum (supernatant fluid of
clotted blood) was shown to contain only traces of the factor (35). It is
thus primarily a plasma constituent which is used up in the clotting
process presumably by being incorporated into the clot. On account of its
most obvious biological function, the factor provisionally was given the
name "fibrin-stabilizing factor or FSF" (36). The clotting reaction in
plasma can be outlined as follows:
Fibrinogen + FSF

thrombin
> plasma clot (insoluble in 5 M urea)
calcium

Though FSF is stable in frozen oxalated plasma, it proved to be
rather labile when purified (34). Plasma may actually contain some component that protects FSF. We recently found (37) that cysteine exerts a
very marked protective action on highly purified forms of FSF. Moreover,
cysteine is capable of reactivating F S F from an otherwise inactive form.
The following tentative scheme summarizes our observations on the various forms of FSF as far as biological activity is concerned:
active FSF

)

<

potentially active FSF —> inactive FSF

cysteine

This scheme is reminiscent of the behavior of myokinase (38) which is
exceedingly stable in the crude muscle extract, but becomes quite labile
in the purified state unless cysteine is added. The effect of cysteine on the
physical state of FSF will be discussed in some detail below.
1 . BIO-ASSAY FOR F S F

FSF activity is measured by the amount of clot that becomes insoluble
in 5 M urea or 1 % monochloroacetic acid after mixing various dilutions
of the FSF preparation with standard amounts of fibrinogen, calcium, and
thrombin under defined conditions. Figure 2 illustrates an assay of the
FSF content of plasma. Details of the procedures were described elsewhere (34, 35, 37). Here, it is merely pointed out that the proteins of
plasma origin (fibrinogen and thrombin) are usually contaminated with
unknown amounts of active or potentially active FSF, which must be removed before they can be used in the assay procedure. The absence of
FSF from the above substances can be tested best by mixing fibrinogen,
calcium, and thrombin in the presence of 0 . 0 2 M cysteine; if the resulting
clot is soluble in monochloroacetic acid, the compounds are then suitable
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FIG. 2. Assay procedure for FSF activity (37). Samples of 5 mg. fibrinogen were
clotted in the presence of varying amounts of plasma, 0.2 mM CaC! 2 and 1 unit of
thrombin. Ordinate: monochloroacetic acid-insoluble portions of clots (corrected for
the plasma's own contribution to the clot). It appears that a minimum of about 0.1
ml. plasma is necessary in this system to produce insoluble clots.

for use. In view of this, some recent reports (39) will probably have to be
re-evaluated.
2 . PURIFICATION OF

FSF

Kekwick and Lorand showed (18, 34) that FSF is a plasma globulin
which precipitates at 0 ° with 1 0 % ( v / v ) ether at pH 5 . 4 (the bulk of
the fibrinogen separates before acidification). It is not extracted from the
precipitate by water, but high activity can be obtained by extraction with
a neutral buffer of μ — 0 . 1 . This procedure, and some modifications of it
using alcohol (40), will probably be preferred, especially when large
amounts of FSF concentrates have to be processed. All the experiments
described in this paper, however, were performed with F S F prepared by
a different method (37) which is outlined as follows.
1 0 0 0 ml. plasma are precipitated in ice by addition of 1 9 5 gm. ammonium sulfate; the sediment is taken up and dialysed in 0 . 1 5 M , pH
7 . 5 tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane-HCl buffer (tris), and made up
to 2 0 0 ml. (Fraction I ) . Since this fraction is stable, several preparations
may be pooled at this stage. 2 0 0 ml. Fraction I are precipitated at 4 ° by
addition of 5 0 ml. ethanol, equilibrated and centrifuged. More ethanol is
then added to the supernatant at — 1 ° to bring its concentration to 3 0 %
( v / v ) . After equilibration and centrifugation, the precipitate is dissolved
in tris buffer containing 0 . 0 5 M neutral cysteine, and it is briefly dialyzed
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against the same to yield Fraction II in about 3X 5 of the original plasma
volume. Fraction II is adjusted in ice to pH 5 . 4 , and the precipitate is
taken up in tris-cysteine after centrifugation. The acid precipitation step
is repeated 2 to 3 times in order to obtain Fraction III. Such a preparation
is free of fibrinogen and certain other clotting factors, and contains FSF
in about 4 0 0 - 5 0 0 fold purity. For amperometric silver titrations and some
ultracentrifugal experiments cysteine was omitted from the procedure,
and the preparations were used immediately.
3.

ELECTROPHORETIC

AND SEDIMENTING

PROPERTIES

OF

FSF

Since the procedure described above yields F S F preparations which
have about 5 0 0 times greater specific activity than the original plasma,
it is pertinent to inquire into the properties of the product. Figure 3 shows

FIG. 3 . Paper electrophoretic analysis of purified FSF preparation (No. 0 4 2 4 5 8 ) .
Upper: Fraction I; Lower: Fraction III. Electrophoretic separation at 5 mA, 1 6 hi.,
room temperature. Developed with 0 . 1 % bromphenol blue.

the result of a paper electrophoretic examination of Fraction III as compared with Fraction I. It will be seen that the purified F S F represents a
globulin fraction of plasma which seems to be rather closely associated
with fibrinogen in terms of behaviour in paper electrophoresis.
The ultracentrifugal analysis of Fraction III revealed some rather interesting features.* As seen from Fig. 4 , if cysteine is incorporated into
the solvent, there is only one major sedimenting component. But in the
* It is of interest to note that little biological activity seems to survive ultracentrifugation, if a metal centerpiece is used instead of a plastic one.
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absence of cysteine, three or more peaks become evident, whose sedimentation constants are approximately 2 and 4 fold multiples of the slowest
one. That this is probably an aggregation phenomenon, which is not only
prevented but is actually reversed by the addition of cysteine, may be
seen in Fig. 5. Here cysteine was added to an F S F preparation in which
it was demonstrated by the centrifugal analysis of a sample that the

FIG. 4. Sedimentation of FSF (No. 051358, Fraction III) in the presence and absence of cysteine at 59,780 r.p.m. 8-min. intervals. Upper row (No. 98) : 1% FSF in
tris buffer. Approximate S20 values for peak 1 = 7.8 S; for peak 2 rr 12.1 S. Middle
and bottom rows (No. 100) : 1% FSF, a parallel sample of the one above, but dissolved in tris buffer with 0.05 M cysteine. S20 = 6.4 S.

multiple peaks were present. Part of the biological activity also reappears
after the addition of cysteine. The cysteine-dependent disaggregation of
F S F is rather similar to the one described in the case of myeloma macroglobulins (41)' Provided that the phenomenon is not a general one for
many blood proteins, one wonders if the variety of macroglobulins appearing in the blood of myeloma patients originate from F S F which is a
normal constituent of the plasma.
4. T H E S H GROUPS OF F S F

In view of the fact that cysteine exerts a protective effect on F S F
both as far as biological activity and the physical state of the protein (as
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judged by sedimentation) is concerned, it seemed of interest to examine
whether SH groups are actually present in purified FSF samples and if
they can be linked to their biological activities. Because of its great sensitivity for detecting even small numbers of SH groups, the amperometric
silver titration of Benesch et al. (42) was chosen, and the results are
shown in Figs. 6-9. It will be seen that the newly isolated globulin does
contain SH groups which, however, react with silver only in the presence

FIG. 5. Disaggregation of FSF (No. 043058, Fraction III) by the addition of cysteine as seen by sedimentation at 59,780 r.p.m. 8-min. intervals. Upper row (No. 85) :
0.62% FSF solution in tris buffer with 0.05 M cysteine. S 20 = 6.7 S. Middle row (No.
86) : FSF sedimenting as above, was reprecipitated at pH 5.4 and dissolved in tris
buffer without cysteine. FSF concentration 1.6%. Approximate S20 values for peak
1 = 7.8 S, for peak 2 = 13.7 S, and for peak 3 = 26.5 S. Bottom row (No. 87) : Same
as in the middle after the addition of cysteine. FSF concentration 1.1%. S 20 = 6.4 S.
Addition of cysteine, when obtaining this sample, caused clearing of the opalescent
solution.

of urea. Furthermore, the reaction is of the "slow" type similar to that
with hemerythrin (43). From curve C of Figs. 7 and 9 a minimum estimate of 1 mole SH in about 50,000 gm. FSF protein is obtained. Curve D
in Fig. 7 would represent the situation for an F S F preparation which lost
its biological activity, and it will be noticed that, indeed, there seems to
be a considerable reduction in the number of titratable SH groups.
FSF also reacts with the dye 2,2'-(2-hydroxy-6-sulfonaphthyl-l-azo)
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diphenyl disulfide* (abbreviated as D S S D ) (44), but only in the presence of urea. D S S D , however, prevents the formation of insoluble clots
if added to plasma in millimolar concentrations (37). This may indicate
that either the reactivity of the SH groups of FSF changes during purifi-
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FIG. 6. Amperometric silver titration of FSF (No. 042958. Fraction III). Ordinate:
diffusion current in μλ. A: Blank without protein. B : 29 mg. FSF does not take up
significant amounts of silver. Titrant added about every minute.

cation so that they become masked, or perhaps that in the process of clotting the SH groups of FSF are more reactive. It would clearly be worth
while to follow up this line by examining whether thrombin would exert
such an effect on the SH groups of FSF.
5. FSF

AS CEMENTING MATERIAL I N T H E PLASMA CLOT NETWORK

Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the amounts of insoluble clots formed by
certain constant amounts of F S F at varying fibrinogen concentrations. It
will be noticed that the ratio between the amount of FSF and fibrinogen
appears to be critical for forming the network which cannot be dispersed
* T h e dye was kindly given to us by Professor I. M. Klotz.
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in monochloroacetic acid. As the ratio of fibrinogen concentration over
F S F concentration increases, fewer cross-linkages seem to be present,
which is shown by the fact that the clot becomes increasingly soluble in
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FIG. 7. Amperometric silver titration of F S F (No. 042958. Fraction III) in 5 M
urea. Ordinate: diffusion current in μΑ. A : Blank in urea without protein. B : 2 9 mg.
F S F in urea. Titrant added in 1-minute intervals. C : 2 9 mg. F S F incubated in urea
E
( ~ 2 0 ° ) with 0.48 X 10" moles of AgNOs for 3 0 minutes; further portions of titrant
were then added every minute. D : 5 8 mg. F S F incubated in urea ( ^ 2 0 ° ) for 2
hours prior to silver additions in 1-minute intervals. It can be seen that in the presence of urea (B and C) F S F binds appreciable amounts of silver, but the S H groups
responsible for this binding seem to be slow to react (no real end point is reached in
B). If the end point on curve C is true, a minimum of 1 mole of S H would be present
in about 50,000 gm. of F S F . Curve D , obtained with twice as much F S F as in B, indicates that incubation of the protein in urea prior to silver addition greatly reduces
the number of S H groups. After becoming unmasked, they are probably removed by
a secondary reaction (oxidation?).
the acid. The pattern appears to be that of a copolymerization in which
the fibrin monomers and F S F (or its form modified by thrombin) participate.
As shown above, the SH groups of F S F are probably related to the
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biological activity of the protein, and it is also known that certain SH
reagents interfere with the formation of insoluble clots (87, 45). Thus it
is possible that the reinforcing cross-linkages in the plasma clot (as contrasted with fibrin clot) might be intermolecular disulfide bridges. F S F
may be an initiator of a disulfide exchange chain reaction (46) which (on
the basis of approximate calculations) would involve 20 to 40 fibrin mole-

.5
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moles AgN0 χιο

β

3

FIG. 8 . Amperometric silver titration of FSF (No. 0 8 1 9 5 7 . Fraction I I I ) in 5 M
urea. Ordinate : diffusion current in μΑ. A : Blank in urea without protein. Β : 5 7 mg.
FSF in urea with titrant added every minute. C: 5 7 mg. FSF incubated in urea
E
( ~ 2 0 ° ) with 0.9 X 10" moles of AgNOa for 3 hours, followed by regular addition of
titrant every minute. The 3-hour incubation of the protein in urea-silver seems to
produce many SH groups which, however, may have arisen spuriously (e.g., through
hydrolysis of disulfides) rather than by unmasking of SH groups originally present.

cules. In this role, F S F would act rather specifically, for serum albumin
which is known to contain SH groups (e.g., reference 44) cannot replace
it. It was thought for a while (39, 45) that cysteine can substitute for
FSF, but its effect was shown to be that of activating a form of F S F present as impurity in the fibrinogen sample (37). There are, of course, other
possibilities. For example, a multifunctional F S F could conceivably par-
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ticipate in a copolymerization of the antigen-antibody type. The kinetic
analysis of the process would certainly be revealing.
The plasma clot can be dispersed by mixtures of 5 M urea (or 1%
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FIG. 9 . Amperometric silver titration of FSF (No. 050758. Fraction I I I ) in 5 M
urea. Ordinate: diffusion current in μΑ. A: Blank in urea without protein. B : 4 4 mg.
FSF in urea with titrant added every minute. C: 4 4 mg. FSF in urea; portions of
titrant added in 15-minute intervals. The end point from curve C suggests that a
minimum of 1 mole of SH is present in about 5 0 , 0 0 0 gm. of FSF, which seems to agree
with the value obtained from curve C of Fig. 7.

monochloroacetic acid) and about 1% thioglycolic acid (47). It is possible that this combination of solvents ruptures the actual cross-linkages
which develop as a result of clot formation; on the other hand, we have
evidence to show that the fibrin monomer itself is degraded under these
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mg. f i b r i n o g e n added
FIG. 1 0 . Clotting of various amounts of fibrinogen in the presence of constant
amounts of FSF (Fraction I I ) , calcium and thrombin (37). Ordinate: monochloroacetic acid-insoluble portions of clots. Curve a, 10.8 mg. F S F ; curve b, 1.08 mg.; curve
c, 0 . 5 4 mg. FSF.

mg f i b r i n o g e n added
FIG. 1 1 . Clotting of different amounts of fibrinogen with constant amounts of FSF
(Fraction I I I ) , in the presence of calcium and thrombin (37). Ordinate: monochloroacetic acid-insoluble portions of clots. Curve a, 0 . 3 5 mg. F S F ; curve b, 0 . 0 2 mg. FSF.
As seen also from Fig. 1 0 , if the fibrinogen to FSF ratio exceeds a certain value, no
insoluble clot is formed.
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rather drastic conditions (48) (probably by breaking intramolecular disulfide bridges).
Calcium, as mentioned, is essential and rather specific (49) in the
development of the copolymer. One can envisage a number of possibilities for its role, but it is too early to comment on it as yet.
These are some of the questions which may be brought up at the present. N o doubt, most of them can be answered experimentally in the not
too distant future.

IV. Summary

Clot formation in plasma was shown to involve, under the enzymatic
influence of thrombin and in the presence of calcium, the copolymerization of two proteins: fibrinogen and the fibrin stabilizing factor ( F S F ) .
The primary reaction of fibrinogen is a limited proteolysis manifested by
the release of fibrinopeptide. The altered fibrinogen (i.e., fibrin monomer)
is prone to aggregate by itself (urea-soluble clot) or to copolymerize with
F S F in the presence of calcium (urea-insoluble clot). The copolymerization requires the two proteins to be present in definite ratios. It is not
yet clear whether F S F is also altered by thrombin before entering the
clot network. F S F has been prepared in a highly purified form ; its fractionation and electrophoretic properties classify it as a plasma globulin.
Its sedimentation behavior is greatly affected by the presence or absence
of cysteine. In the latter case, F S F aggregates; this phenomenon seems to
be reversible by the addition of cysteine. F S F appears to contain a minimum of 1 mole titratable SH groups per 50,000 gm. protein. There is evidence for the necessity of these groups of F S F for biological activity.
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Discussion
EDSALL: I saw Dr. Loewy last month in Philadelphia. I gathered from him that
his preparations were active in such small quantities that he still thought the fibrin
stabilizing factor ( F S F ) must act catalytically. But perhaps a type of chain mechanism could explain this anyway. I do not know the details of the most recent work.
LORAND : Dr. Loewy does indeed feel that F S F acts as an enzyme. Our own work,
however, shows that the nature of the product (i.e., the clot) depends on the ratio
of F S F and fibrinogen in the clotting mixture, which, I think, would rather argue
for some sort of copolymerization process between fibrin and F S F (or a form of the
latter as modified by thrombin). As I indicated in my talk, the underlying chemistry
might conceivably be an S H exchange chain reaction in which F S F would serve as a
quite specific initiator. In a way, I should like to emphasize the specificity of F S F ,
because, contrary to claims in the literature, it cannot be replaced by cysteine or
serum albumin. We showed that cysteine activates a form of F S F which is usually
present in fibrinogen preparations as an impurity, and this contamination has to be
removed or destroyed before testing.
GERGELY: This is a suggestion which might be quite silly. Would it be possible to
settle the point whether F S F is incorporated into fibrin by using labeled F S F ,
labeled either with radioactive tracers or with a fluorescent dye?
LORAND : I believe this would be possible, and actually we are trying to carry out
such experiments.
FRAENKEL-CONRAT: Did you study the reactivity of the sulfhydryl groups of F S F
with reagents other than silver?
LORAND: We studied it to some extent with Professor Klotz's disulfide dye, and
there is a definite discoloration of the dye by F S F in the presence of urea.

